
Implementing ihe Apple iPad in teaching 
and learning environments

Embodied embedded cognition

* Brain, body and mind interplay

* Situated cognition and learning

* Learning is a journey

* The student is not an empty 
container to be filled

*Student seeks states of change 
and stimulus to act

*Dynamic Systems Theory

Thoughts on Pedagogy

Process and products not tools and media

Facilitate transformation

Promote a change in state

Simple not complex
John Larkin

www.larkin.net.au



* Will not replace laptops or desktops… not yet

* Is an adjunct to the person

* Each user interacts with these devices differently

* It is a mobile device

* Ubiquitous learning environments

* Do not sit in rows in classrooms

* Field related applications

Appropriate use

In the Field

* No moving parts
* Good Battery life
* Touch screen
* Data recording

* Photography
* Audio Recording
* Video Recording
* Sketching



working With the iPad

* BYOD
* BYOA
* make the device "Disappear"
* Model the outcomes
* Be "Device independent"

* Where is the USB port?
* Where is the VGA port?
* Where is the DVD drive?
* How do I Add Photographs?
* How do I add documents?
* Where is the keyboard?

* No mouse
* No keyboard
* No Hard Drive case
* No tower
* No cables

* Where are the files?
* Where are the folders?
* How do you upload?
* How do you download?
* I can only see apps...

* Where is the hard drive icon?
* Where are the files and 
folders?!
* How come it does not work 
like a thumb drive?
* How do I eject it?

Look at all These apps!!!

* Some APPS are Free
* Some APPS are Not Free
* Free does not equate with good
* Vast majority of APPs are useless
* Few Apps are practical

* Play
* Experiment
* Share your discoveries
* AsK
* Encourage experts

Typical Questions



Implementation

iPad Ownership: Institution or students?
App purchase: Institution or students?
Power supply: Institution or students?
Safekeeping: Institution or students?
Maintenance: Institution or students?
Network access: Institution or students?

* Investigate a cost model for infrastructure, technology 
and services.
* Study the requirements of all those involved in the use of the 
technology (learners, teachers, content creators) to ensure it 
is usable and acceptable.
* Assess that the technology is suited to the learning task and 

* Assign the necessary roles for initiating and thereafter 
supporting mobile learning
* Develop procedures and strategies for the management 
of equipment when it is provided by the institution
* Provide training and (ongoing) technical support to the 
teachers to enable Staff to use mobile technologies to 
enhance current and to enable new instructional activities.

* Consider the use of mobile technologies for student 
administration tasks
* Plan the use of mobile technologies to support collaborative 
and group learning.
* Discover and adopt suitable applications that match the needs 
of your specific classroom and map directly to your curriculum 
needs.
* Ensure security and privacy for the end users.



Programming Lessons

Try Differing Approaches

* Curriculum mapping ~ matrices
* Short sharp units or topics
* Semester length studies
* Collaborations

Consider the...

* urgency of the learning need

* need for knowledge acquisition
* mobility of the learning setting

* interactivity of the learning process

* situation of the instructional activities

* integration of instructional content

Preparation

* Brainstorm or map out your lesson 
idea
* Develop a Storyboard
* Gather your digital resources

* Photographs
* Images
* Audio
* Video
* Text



Programming Lessons

Choose AN APP

Which output do you prefer?

* Graphic story: Comic Life

* Hypertext story: Composer

* Never-ending story: Posterous

* Two minute movie: Reel Directors, iMovie, SPlice

* Photographic story: Reel Director

* Oral history: GarageBand, QuickVoice

* Collaborative story: Wordpress, Posterous



Positives and Negatives

Positives

* True mobility 
* Personalised learning
* Not always reliant on networks if 
app is self contained
* Relieve the role of ICT in 
institutions
* Repurpose computer labs

* Rekindle interest in reading?
* A Solution to heavy student back-packs?
* Reduce text-book costs in the long term?

* Anytime, anywhere
* Enhanced interactions between students and instructors
* Performance support opportunities
Appeal to tech savvy students
* Support differentiated learning styles
Facilitate collaboration

Negatives

* Designed for an individual
* Not meant to be “shared”
Multiple user accounts not possible
* Does not mount as a volume or disk
* Inconsistent approach to file transfer
* Limited VGA output support on iPad1

* A new human computer interface paradigm...
* Lack of Flash support ~ try Skyfire app ($2.99)
* No camera
* No SD card or traditional USB slot
* Many poor quality apps ~ promise much ~ deliver little
* Passcode locks

* It is a closed device
* Proprietary Apple environment
* Added Cost of Peripherals
* No sense of ownership - cannot "play" or "explore" the system
* Cannot pull it apart
* Some feel it is purely a Glorified textbook


